In Vivo Co-distribution of Fibronectin and Actin Fibers in Granulation Tissue: Immunofluorescence and Electron Microscope Studies of the Fibronexus at the Myofibroblast Surface
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ABSTRACT

The fibronexus (FNX), a very close transmembrane association of individual extracellular fibronectin fibers and actin microfilaments, was found previously at the substrate-binding surface of fibroblasts in tissue culture (Singer, I. I., 1979, Cell, 16:675-685). To determine whether the fibronexus might be involved in fibroblast adhesion during wound healing in vivo, we looked for co-localization of actin and fibronectin in granulation tissue formed within full-thickness guinea pig skin wounds. At 7-9 d, most of the actin fibers were observed to be coincident with congruent fibronectin fibers using double-label immunofluorescence microscopy. These fibronectin and actin fibers were co-localized at the myofibroblast surface surrounding the nucleus, and along attenuated myofibroblast processes which extended deeply into the extracellular matrix. This conspicuous co-distribution of fibronectin and actin fibers prompted us to look for fibronexuses at the myofibroblast surface with electron microscopy. We observed three kinds of FNXs: (a) tandem associations between the termini of individual extracellular fibronectin fibers and actin microfilament bundles at the tips of elongate myofibroblast processes, (b) plaque-like and, (c) track-like FNXs, in which parallel fibronectin and actin fibers were connected by perpendicular transmembranous fibrils. Coniometric studies on the external and internal components of these cross-linking fibrils showed that their membrane-associated ends are probably co-axial. Using immunoelectron microscopy on ultrathin cryosections, we confirmed that the densely staining external portion of these various FNXs does indeed contain fibronectin. The finding that these FNXs appear to connect collagen fibers to intracellular bundles of actin microfilaments is particularly significant. Our studies strongly suggest that the fibronexus is an important in vivo cell surface adhesion site functioning in wound repair, and perhaps within fibronectin-rich tissues during embryogenesis, tumor growth, and inflammation.

The in vitro enhancement of fibroblast adhesion and spreading by fibronectin has been well documented (20, 29, 55, 56), whereas the importance of the cytoskeleton in these processes has only recently been realized (23, 26, 27, 42, 43, 46). The observation that actin microfilament bundles (stress fibers) are highly developed in well-spread stationary fibroblasts in vitro (23, 27, 35, 43, 46), and are diminished in mobile and transformed cells, strongly suggests a dominant role for the cytoskeleton in the fibroblast-to-substrate adhesion mechanism. A fascinating aspect of this phenomenon is the coincident distribution of fibronectin-containing extracellular matrix fibers and bundles of actin microfilaments on a global scale at the substrate adhesive surface (22, 26, 27). Electron microscopic studies of this substrate-binding plasma mem-
brane have demonstrated that the fibronectin and actin fibers form transmembrane complexes composed of individual 5-nm microfilaments and fibronectin fibrils organized into a close one-on-one association called the fibronexus (42). Subsequent experiments have shown that vinculin, a component of focal contacts (5, 15), is also a constituent of those fibronexus localized at the zones of close substrate apposition in stationary fibroblasts (27, 43, 46). These observations lead us to propose that the extracellular matrix and actin-cytoskeleton comprise a complex supramolecular assemblage which governs the process of fibroblast adhesion in vitro.

The purpose of our present work is to determine if the fibronexus is a dominant adhesive complex in vivo. Early granulation tissue of healing skin wounds was selected for this work because its myofibroblasts are rich in actin microfilaments (11), and are situated close to fibronectin-containing extracellular matrix fibers (7, 19, 38). In this paper, we show work because its myofibroblasts arc rich in actin microfilaments that an extraordinary degree of actination and fibronectin super-extracellular matrix fibers (7, 19, 38). In this paper, we show that the extracellular matrix and actin-cytoskeleton comprise a complex supramolecular assemblage which governs the process of fibroblast adhesion in vitro.
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angle objective lens pole piece (HA-PP) capable of ±60° specimen tilt, 360° rotation, and 4.5 μm point-to-point resolution (BSR specimen holder). A column vacuum of 10⁻⁶ mm Hg was obtained with a liquid N₂ baffle on the lower diffusion pump, and a liquid N₂-ACS anticontamination device surrounding the specimen; the beam current was 6-7 μA. In this way, multiple exposures of the same specimen could be made for our geometrical studies without observable contamination or damage to our samples. Objective lens apertures of 40-60 μm were used, and the objective lens astigmatism was corrected directly on the specimen being studied after each tilt of the specimen holder.

**Ultrathin Cryosectioning for Immunoelectron Microscopy:** Specimens of fixed granulation tissue were infiltrated with 2.3 M sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) containing 0.1% NaN₃, and rapidly frozen onto silver Reichert specimen stubs in liquid N₂-cooled Freon 22 as above. Semithin sections were made first to study the tissue with phase-contrast microscopy. Dry ultrathin frozen sections with a gold-pink interference color (~80 nm) were then cut with free broken glass knives on a Reichert Ultracut ultramicrotome, utilizing the Reichert FC-4 cryosectioning attachment at a knife temperature of ~90°C and a specimen temperature of ~95°C. Ribbons of ultrathin cryosections were picked up and processed on Formvar-carbon-coated nickel grids according to the sucrose droplet and the positive adsorption staining methods of Dr. K. T. Tokuyasu (48, 49). These techniques were modified in the following manner: (a) Agarose plates and sucrose pick-up solutions were made without gelatin as this significantly reduced the background staining. (b) The grids were treated with 0.1 M Tris buffer, pH 7.8, to quench endogenous aldehyde groups before staining with the primary antibody; this buffer was also used for washing between the various immunological labeling steps (see above). (c) Bismuth subnitrate was used as detailed by Ainsworth and Karnovsky (1) to enhance the contrast of the ferritin label before staining with neutral uranyl acetate (pH 7.0). (d) The final embedment consisted of 0.8% polyethylene glycol (1,540 mol wt, Union Carbide Corp., Somerset, NJ), 0.2% methyl cellulose (1,500 cps, Dow Chemical Co., Indianapolis, IN), and 0.02% acidic uranyl acetate.

**RESULTS**

**Immunospecificity of Fibronectin and Actin Staining Patterns**

We used the avidin-biotin immunostaining technique to localize fibronectin and actin simultaneously in granulation tissue sections rather than more conventional indirect double-labeling methods. This method was chosen because we often encountered heavy nonspecific labeling in attempting to immunostain sections of skin with fluorochrome-conjugated secondary antibodies. In addition, the avidin-avidin system offers greater sensitivity and increased stability because of the high binding affinity between avidin and biotin (10⁻¹⁵ M⁻¹) (54).

To verify that the fluorescent staining patterns observed with this double label avidin-biotin method were immunospecific, and were not caused by endogenous avidin binding activity (54), we conducted a number of control experiments (Fig. 1). If nonimmune IgG of the appropriate species was substituted for the primary antibody in either the first (fibronectin) or second (actin) tier of stains, then the staining pattern corresponding to that antibody was selectively abolished with no effect on the labeling pattern generated by the complementary series of labels (Fig. 1, A-C and D-F). Similar results were obtained by omitting antibodies from the primary step in either the first or second staining tier. Preincubation of the fibronectin and/or actin antibodies with an excess of the corresponding antigen also selectively inhibited each immunolabeling pattern (Fig. 1, G-J). These experiments indicate that the fibrillar staining we observed in guinea pig granulation tissue represents the fibronectin and actin distribution of that tissue. Our controls also illustrate the effectiveness of the biotin blocking step between the antiactin and antifibronectin staining tiers, and in addition show that the biotinylated secondary antibodies that we used do not cross-react (Fig. 1, A-F). As an additional check of the staining specificity of the monoclonal actin antibody, we also labeled the subdermal striated muscle of the pannicus carnosus. A brilliant striated pattern of immunofluorescence staining was localized at the I bands of the muscle (Fig. 1 J), which could be blocked by pretreatment of the actin antibody with purified chicken gizzard actin (Fig. 1 K). On the basis of these results, we are confident in the immunospecificity of the actin and fibronectin patterns reported below.

**Co-distribution of Actin and Fibronectin Fibers along the External Surfaces and Cellular Processes of Myofibroblasts**

Double-label immunofluorescence microscopy using the bioin-avidin method on 1-μm frozen sections of granulation tissue of 7-9-d-old guinea pig skin wound revealed that actin and fibronectin were distributed as many fine delicate fibers (Figs. 2-4). These actin and fibronectin fibers were usually congruent and their distributions appeared to be highly coincident (Figs. 2 and 3). However, a few examples of fibronectin fibers that were not labeled with actin antibody (Fig. 2, A and B) and actin fibers that lacked fibronectin staining (Fig. 2, C and D) were observed. We also found several examples of actin fibers that were only partially stained for fibronectin over a fraction of their length (Fig. 2, C and D). Perhaps this pattern represents an actin-filled cellular process surrounded by fibronectin at its tip, or maybe the sectioning process has inadvertently cut one or the other fibers out of the tissue. (These noncongruent but closely opposed actin and fibronectin fibers constitute additional evidence for the independence of each staining tier, thus further attesting to the immunospecificity of our double labeling method). In spite of these local differences, the distribution of fibronectin and actin fibers appeared to be highly coincident throughout most of the granulation tissue as assayed using color photomicrographs (Fig. 3). When the actin pattern (viewed using fluorescein avidin as in Fig. 3 A) and the corresponding fibronectin distribution (visualized with rhodamine avidin and shown in Fig. 3 B) of a double-stained section were combined via double exposure (Fig. 3 C), both actin and fibronectin fibers appeared to co-distribute perfectly. The ability of the double color exposure method to detect noncoincident red and green fibers was tested by intentionally misaligning both patterns; in this instance the fibronectin and actin components of each fiber could be seen individually (Fig. 3 D, double arrowhead).

We also attempted to localize the acto-fibronectin fibers with respect to granulation tissue myofibroblasts using phase-contrast microscopy in conjunction with double-label immunofluorescence microscopy (Fig. 4). As illustrated in Fig. 4 C (arrowheads), the intercellular portion of the granulation tissue contains many dense elongated structures which are probably the extended processes of the constituent myofibroblasts. These attenuated cellular extensions are closely associated with double-stained acto-fibronectin fibers (see corresponding arrowheads in Fig. 4, A and B). The fibrous complexes of actin and fibronectin are also closely apposed to the perimeter of the myofibroblast in the area surrounding the nucleus (Fig. 4, D-F). In this example, the actin fibers are localized close to the surface of the myofibroblast (Fig. 4 E) and are absent from the more internal portions of the cytoplasm.
**Figure 1** Immunospecificity of the fibronectin and actin staining patterns on 1-μm cryosections of 9-d guinea pig granulation tissue labeled with the two chromophore avidin-biotin procedure described in Materials and Methods. The fibronectin was stained with rhodamine avidin while the actin was labeled with fluorescein avidin so that both staining patterns (or appropriate controls) could be visualized in the same area using specific combinations of interference filters. A–C show a section stained with affinity-purified rabbit antifibronectin IgG (27 μg/ml) and IgM from nonimmunized mice (50 μg/ml). (A) Rhodamine optics reveals a delicate fibrous fibronectin staining pattern; (B) same region viewed with fluorescein filters exhibits very little background staining from nonimmune mouse antibodies; (C) phase-contrast micrograph of A and B. D–F exhibit granulation tissue incubated with monoclonal antiactin mouse IgM (50 μg/ml) and 100 μg/ml IgG from an unimmunized rabbit. (D) No fibronectin fibers are displayed with the rhodamine filters whereas (E) actin fibers located at the periphery of the myofibroblasts (arrowheads) are seen in the same area with fluorescein optics. (F) Phase-contrast micrograph of D and E; arrowheads depict myofibroblasts shown in E. G–I demonstrate that no staining is obtained if the actin and fibronectin antibodies are pretreated with excess corresponding antigen as described in Materials and Methods. (G) Rhodamine avidin shows no rabbit antifibronectin staining; (H) corresponding area exhibits no actin staining with fluorescein avidin; (I) myofibroblasts of regions G and H seen under phase optics. Series J–L illustrates actin staining in cryosections of subdermal striated muscle. (J) The monoclonal actin antibody used in E above generates a striated staining pattern, which is blocked by pretreatment with excess actin (K). L exhibits the striations of the control section shown in K. (A–C and J–L) × 600; (D–F) × 860; (G–H) × 1,500.

**Electron Microscopy of the Granulation Tissue**

**Densely Staining Fibronectin Matrix at the Myofibroblast Surface:** Specimens of granulation tissue from 7–9-d skin wounds were also prepared for fine structural analysis using the same animals upon which we conducted the double-label immunofluorescence studies. The myofibroblasts of this tissue were often organized into cords within the extracellular matrix. Their attenuated processes within these cords had significant amounts of densely stained fibrous material localized at their outer surfaces (Fig. 5A). Our immunoelectron microscopic experiments show that this
dense fibrillar cell surface matrix is rich in fibronectin antigens (see Fig. 10). Therefore, we shall refer to the dense membrane-associated extracellular matrix fibers described in the following ultrastructural experiments as fibronectin fibers.

**Cortical Actin Microfilaments in Myofibroblasts:** Granulation tissue myofibroblasts contained many dense bundles of 5-nm actin microfilaments (Fig. 5B) localized at the cell surface. These microfilament bundles also filled the attenuated cellular processes located in the extracellular matrix (Fig. 5E). Bundles of heavily stained extracellular matrix fibers (Fig. 5) which we have found to contain fibronectin using immunoelectron microscopy (see Fig. 10) were often situated in very close transmembrane apposition to the intracellular actin microfilament bundles. This transmembrane relationship between actin and fibronectin bundles is evidently the ultrastructural correlate of the double-stained acto-fibronectin fibers observed in our immunofluorescence microscopy experiments.

**Fibronexus at the Myofibroblast Surface**

We observed many fibronexus (FNX)'-like transmembrane associations of extracellular fibronectin fibers and cortical 5-nm actin microfilaments localized at the myofibroblast plasma membrane. They appeared to attach the myofibroblasts to each other and to the surrounding extracellular matrix. These FNXs could be grouped into three morphological categories: track-like, plaque-like, and end-on-end (tandem) associations.

**Track-like Fibronexuses:** Railroad track-like associations of parallel bundles of 5-nm actin microfilaments and fibronectin-containing extracellular matrix fibers with an intervening plasma membrane constitute a novel kind of FNX at the myofibroblast surface (Fig. 5; also see Fig. 10B). Track-like FNXs are characterized by relatively long zones of trans-

1 *Abbreviations used in this paper:* EM, electron microscopy; FNX, fibronexus.
membrane interaction ranging in length from \( \sim 1 \) to \( 2 \mu m \). The intracellular and extracellular components of this FNX are apparently connected by cross-linking fibers that traverse the plasmalemma, and are approximately perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the cell (Figs. 5, C and D and 6). These transverse fibers are analogous to the ties of railroad tracks, and are undoubtedly composed of at least three unique elements: a fibronectin-associated portion, a transmembrane part, and an actin-binding component. The degree of closeness between these external and internal linker components can be ascertained from goniometric electron microscope (EM) experiments. If the FNX section is tilted around the longitudinal axes of the linkage fibers (in the plane indicated by the double-headed arrow in Fig. 6.4), the internal and external components remain co-linear through 30° of tilting (Fig. 6). This observation indicates that the FNX linkage fibers are probably composed of co-axial components rather than non-co-axial superimposed co-linear fibers which might appear co-extensive due to the nature of transmission electron microscopy.

Close associations between collagen fibers and track-like FNXs were also often observed at the myofibroblast surface (Fig. 5 E), suggesting that complex supramolecular associations between collagen, fibronectin, the plasma membrane, transmembranous linker fibers, and actin microfilaments exist at that surface.

**PLAQUE-LIKE FIBRONEXUS:** The plaque-like FNX is composed of tufts of densely stained fibronectin fibers ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 \( \mu m \) diam (Fig. 7, A and B-F; see also 10 D), associated with submembranous 5-nm actin microfilaments. This type of cell surface complex is similar to the track-like FNX because it also has many transmembrane linkage fibers which appear to connect tufts of extracellular fibronectin with subplasmalemmal actin microfilaments (Fig. 7 A).

Plaque-like FNXs were usually observed in sections cut parallel to the long axes of the myofibroblasts (direction determined with 1-\( \mu m \) sections). In this orientation, the fibronectin fibers and actin microfilament bundles associated with FNXs were sectioned longitudinally, because the fusiform myofibroblasts were situated parallel to each other (Fig. 4). Therefore, the image of the plaque-like FNX is not simply derived by cross-sectioning through a track-like FNX, since the actin microfilaments of the plaque-like FNXs always exhibited a longitudinal orientation (Fig. 7.4).

Again via goniometric experiments, we observed that the putative internal and external portions of the transmembranous linker filaments remained co-linear through 20–30° of specimen tilting (Fig. 7, B-F), suggesting that they are probably co-axial. In these goniometric studies, a series of 10–12 micrographs, each differing by 10° of tilt, was made for a given FNX. We found that the transmembrane linkage fibers could not be continuously followed for >20–30° of tilting.
Figure 4  Matching double immunofluorescent and phase-contrast micrographs depicting the co-localization of fibronectin (A and D, rhodamine) and actin (B and E, fluorescein) fibers on the attenuated myofibroblast processes (arrowheads, A–C) and at the myofibroblast perimeters (arrows, A–F). × 1,800.
due to superimposition with high density submembranous material. Therefore, not all of the fibers observed in Fig. 7, D and E can be seen clearly in every other micrograph of this series. Nevertheless, selected pairs of transmembranous fibers could be resolved in a continuous series of four micrographs (e.g., upper and lower fibers in Fig. 7 B are also seen in Fig. 7, C–E), thus indicating co-linearity for at least 30° of tilt.

**TANDEM FIBRONEXUSES:** This type of FNX is usually situated at or near the ends of the attenuated myofibroblast cell processes (Figs. 8, 9, and 10, C and D). It consists of a
Electron microscopy of plaque-like FNXs at the cell surfaces of myofibroblasts in 7-9-d guinea pig granulation tissue. (A) Small plaques of cell surface extracellular matrix fibers are associated with an elongated bundle of cortical 5-nm actin microfilaments (arrows) via the many parallel linkage filaments of each FNX (pairs of arrowheads). These cross-linking filaments are oriented normal to the cell membrane and comprised of external (upper arrowheads) and internal (lower arrowheads) segments. (B-F) Goniometric analysis of the transmembrane cross-linking filaments of the plaque FNX shows that their extracellular (rightward-facing arrowheads) and intracellular (leftward-facing arrowheads) remain co-linear through 20°-30° of tilting around their longitudinal axes (doubleheaded arrow in f indicates the direction of tilt). Corresponding pairs of arrowheads depict the same cross-linking filament after 10° of tilt. (B) 0°; (C) +10°; (D) +20°; (E) +30°; (F) +40°. (A) x 64, 400; (B-F) x 131,000.

On higher magnification, individual 5-nm-diam actin microfilaments and fibronectin-containing fibers of the extracellular matrix appear co-extensive across the plasma membrane (Figs. 8 C and 9). Goniometric analysis of sections tilted 20-40° about the long axis of the tandem FNX demonstrate that these FNX components are not laterally displaced during tilting (data not shown), strongly suggesting that they are closely associated if not co-extensive. This tandem FNX is very similar to the one we first described for hamster fibroblasts in vitro (42). During those studies many of the FNXs were oriented at small acute angles to the plasmalemma, so that its internal membrane could not be clearly resolved in en face sections through the adhesive surface with the goniometer available at that time. Using a high resolution eucentric goniometer capable of high angle tilting, we have now directly visualized the membrane of a tandem FNX which is not seen in the uninclined en face section (Fig. 9 A). If the section is tilted in a direction (double-headed arrow, Fig. 9 B) to bring the intrafibronexus membrane closer to a cross-sectional orientation, then the intrafibronexus membrane can be observed (arrows, Fig. 9 B and C) in close association with co-linear FN fibrils and actin microfilaments (arrowheads, Fig. 9, B and C).

Relative Quantities of Cell Surface Adhesion Sites in Myofibroblasts

In addition to the three varieties of FNXs found in granulation tissue, we also observed that gap junctions were present at the myofibroblast surfaces. Since the gap junction has already been reported to be an intercellular attachment site in granulation tissue (12), it became necessary to ascertain the relative distributions of these various cellular adhesion sites within this tissue. These results are presented in Table I. The data show that approximately equal quantities of plaque, tandem, and track FNXs were present in the sections sampled. However, only 4% of the total sample of cell-surface adhesion sites were gap junctions.

Immunoelectron Microscopy of Granulation Tissue Fibronexus

An immunoelectron microscopic study of fibronectin labeling upon ultrathin cryosections of granulation tissue was also performed using a biotin-avidin labeling protocol, as well...
as microtomy and staining techniques modified from methods developed by Tokuyasu (48, 49). In this way we were able to confirm that the dense extracellular fibrous component of the various FNXs found at the myofibroblast surface is rich in fibronectin (Fig. 10). Although cortical microfilaments are visible with this method (arrowheads in Fig. 10, A, C, and D), they are much more discernible with standard EM techniques. Consequently, it is beneficial to compare these immunoelectron micrographs with corresponding plastic sections through the FNX. In these cryosections, dense masses of antifibronectin-labeled material were often observed at the external surface of the myofibroblast plasmalemma, which could be recognized easily when seen in transverse section. Delicately stained 5-nm actin microfilaments could also be found immediately beneath this cell membrane (arrowheads Fig. 10A). Examples of fibronexuses that closely resemble the three kinds of FNXs seen in plastic-embedded material were also observed. Track-like FNXs, in which elongated masses of immunofibronectin-labeled material were closely associated with the cell surface and cortical microfilament bundles for 1-μm or more, were found in lateral apposition to collagen fibers (compare Fig. 10B with Fig. 5E). Linear felt-like mats of immunoferritin-labeled fibronectin were also found in end-on end association with the tips of attenuated myofibroblast cellular processes (Fig. 10, C and D). These processes are filled with actin (shown by immunofluorescence microscopy in Fig. 4, A–C), bundles of 5-nm microfilaments (observed by electron microscopy of epon sections in Figs. 8 and 9), and finely stained microfilaments seen in ultrathin cryosections (arrowheads, Fig. 10, C and D). Therefore, these complexes constitute tandem FNXs (compare Figs. 10C and 8A and Figs. 10D and 9A). In addition, plaque-like FNXs with ~0.4-μm-diam tufts of immunofibronectin-stained material were seen at the cell surface (compare Figs. 10D and 7A). Throughout these experiments, the immunoferritin labeling for fibronectin was highly localized on the dense extracellular material at the cell surface, and abruptly stopped at the plasmalemma (Fig. 10, A–D). All buffer and nonimmune rabbit IgG controls exhibited low levels of background, and in particular, the specific immunofibronectin staining was blocked by preincubation with excess purified fibronectin (Fig. 10E).

DISCUSSION

Our immunofluorescent micrographs produced by double labeling 1-μm semithin frozen sections of guinea pig granulation tissue show an extensive co-distribution of actin and fibronectin in fibers at the surfaces of its myofibroblasts. Although some actin fibers were either not fibronectin associated, or found to be closely associated with fibronectin along only a portion of their entire length, the overwhelming majority of fibers were double stained for actin and fibronectin, as demonstrated by color double exposures. These apparent acto-fibronectin fibers were localized at the perimeters of the myofibroblasts, and along their long attenuated processes which extend from either end of the cell outward into the surrounding extracellular matrix. With double-label immunofluorescence microscopy, we often observed acto-fibronectin fibers apparently isolated with the extracellular matrix, seemingly unattached to myofibroblasts (Fig. 4, A–C). Presumably, these double-stained fibers are the longitudinally sectioned myofibroblast processes that contain compact actin microfilament bundles, and are associated with densely stained fibronectin-containing extracellular matrix fibers seen with EM (Figs. 5 and 10C). Thus, the production of 1-μm semithin cryosections using EM methods (49) has improved the resolution of granulation tissue immunofluorescence micrographs to the point where much more detail of the fibronectin and actin staining patterns can be seen than in previous light microscopic studies (7, 14). This co-distribution of actin...
FIGURE 9  Goniometry of a tandem fibronexus (A) comprised of external fibronectin fibers (f) and intracellular actin microfilaments (m). This series of electron micrographs demonstrates that the plasmalemma (arrows) within this FNX may be seen at the tip of the myofibroblast process (arrow in C) by tilting the specimen in the direction indicated by the double arrow in B. Corresponding pairs of arrowheads depict actin microfilaments (arrowheads at right) and fibronectin fibers (arrowheads at left) which remain co-linear from 0° to a 60° tilt. (A) 0°; (B) 50°; (C) 60°. x 111,000.

and fibronectin in granulation tissue indicated to us that fibronexus might be present at the myofibroblast surface in vivo. Therefore, we studied this tissue with structural EM (plastic sections) and immunoelectron microscopy (ultrathin cryosections) to test this hypothesis, and to clarify the structure of the acto-fibronectin fibers seen with immunofluorescence microscopy. We found that these apparently unitary fibers are actually comprised of closely apposed actin and fibronectin filaments plus an intervening plasma-membrane when observed with EM. Our electron micrographs also firmly establish that the FNX is a widespread adhesive structure of the myofibroblast surface in guinea pig granulation tissue. These results further extend our in vitro studies of the fibroblast FNX (42–44, 46), to the tissue level in vivo, and strongly suggest that it is an important adhesive complex within granulation tissue.

The close coincidence of most of the actin bundles with fibronectin fibers demonstrated by our immunofluorescent micrographs of granulation tissue is due to a number of factors. Hamster, rat, and human fibroblasts exhibit a close co-distribution of fibrillar fibronectin arrays and actin bundles in most cells studied in vitro (22, 26, 27, 42, 43). This close
relationship between the actin-cytoskeleton and the fibronectin-containing extracellular matrix is apparently a property of differentiated fibroblasts grown in vitro, which is maximized when the cells are growth arrested, immobile, and well spread upon the substratum (27, 43, 46). Since myofibroblasts are a well-differentiated type of fibroblast, one might likewise expect them to show a high degree of actin-fibronectin coincidence, which is indeed the case in guinea pig granulation tissue. The observation that most of the myofibroblast actin bundles exhibit coincident fibronectin staining may also be explained on the basis of their specialized cell shape. The myofibroblast cytoplasm is not spread out into an extensive sheet like that observed during growth arrest in tissue culture, but instead is attenuated into a very long, thin bipolar shape in the granulation tissue. Under these circumstances, most of the actin microfilament bundles are situated in close apposition to the plasmalemma in the cytoplasmic cortex and elongated processes (Fig. 5). Unlike the in vitro situation where bundles of actin microfilaments may also be separated from the surface membrane (18), the actin-bundles of granulation tissue myofibroblasts usually appear to be surface localized, where they may interact with putative membrane-bound receptors of the FNX complex (43, 44) for nearly their entire length.

During our ultrastructural analysis of dermal granulation tissue, we found that three unique types of FNXs are localized at the myofibroblast surface membrane. In addition to the tandem or end-on-end FNX observed previously in vitro (42), we also saw track-like and plaque-like FNXs which are novel structures that differ greatly from tandem FNXs. The plaque and track-like FNXs may be distinguished via the size of their extracellular fibronectin-containing component. The fibronectin fibers of the plaque-like FNX comprise a tuft that is <0.5 μm long, whereas the track-like FNX contains an elongated fibronectin bundle that is >1.0 μm long. The latter two types of FNXs are similar in that they are both composed of parallel sets of fibronectin and actin fibers connected by perpendicular transmembranous linker fibers. The exact chemical nature of these linkage fibers is unknown, but one may hypothesize that they are composed of at least three elements: (a) a hydrophilic external portion attaching the fibronectin and often the overlying collagen fibers to the cell surface, (b) a cluster of hydrophobic intramembranous components which serves as a bivalent receptor for both co-axial extracellular and intracellular linkage fibrils, and (c) a hydrophilic intracytoplasmic element which attaches the 5-nm actin microfilaments, perhaps via vinculin (5, 15, 43, 46), to the intramembranous receptor. These linear linkage components are closely apposed and probably co-axial across the cell membrane as shown by our extensive goniometric analysis of 61 plaque and track FNXs, in which the extracellular and cytoplasmic components remained co-extended through a 20–30° tilt. The internal actin-associated section of the linkage fibril is morphologically, functionally, and possibly chemically similar to the lateral 110-kdalton thread-like connections between actin microfilament bundles and the cell membrane of intestinal microvilli, and within inner ear hair cell stereocilia (24, 32–34). Also, a newly described 140-kdalton integral membrane glycoprotein that is tightly associated with the cytoskeleton of the intestinal microvillus (9) is functionally analogous to the intramembranous component of the FNX, since both molecules might provide an attachment site for the lateral bridging of actin microfilaments to the cell mem-

brane. However, the exact chemical relationship, if any, between these molecules and their putative analogues within the FNX is unknown at present, and awaits a detailed biomolecular dissection of the FNX.

The fibronexus may also be analyzed from a structural engineering viewpoint. If the actin and fibronectin components of the FNX equal the adherends of a joint, and if the intermediate cross-linking fibers and transmembranous ligands represent the adhesive that binds them together, the FNX may be thought of as an adhesive joint. Such joints may be lap joints, in which linkage elements are directed perpendicular to the planes of the overlapping fibers, or butt joints where two linear adherends are joined end-on-end (3). Generally speaking, lap joints have a high shear stress component, and are much more stable than butt joints characterized by dominant tensile stress components (3). Since track and plaque-like FNXs are analogous to lap joints, and tandem FNXs are similar to the adhesively weaker butt joints, one would conclude that the former FNX types are the most mechanically stable. If this assumption is correct, it is very likely that the track-like and plaque-like FNXs are responsible for most of the cohesion of granulation tissue since they constitute two-thirds of the FNXs observed.

In their studies of rat and rabbit dermal granulation tissue, Gabbiani et al. (12) observed that gap junctions were present between the myofibroblast cell processes. We have confirmed this observation in our experiments, but have also determined that gap junctions make up only 4% of the total population of cell surface myofibroblast adhesion sites in granulation tissue. Based on their sparse numbers, it is unlikely that gap junctions play a major role in granulation tissue cohesion. The FNX appears to be the most common form of binding site attaching myofibroblasts to each other and to the extracellular matrix of granulation tissue, we think that it is the organelle primarily responsible for the cohesion of this tissue. The gap junctions are probably responsible for the metabolic coupling of the myofibroblasts (17), and perhaps for the synchronization of their contraction (12). Gabbiani and co-workers (13, 14) also described a well-defined layer of "basal lamina" material associated with dense microfilament bundles at the myofibroblast cell membrane. We believe that this complex is an FNX because of its structural similarity to the track-like FNXs described here. It is probably not appropriate to refer to this material as a basal lamina since that terminology would lead to confusion with the basement membrane that is characteristic of epithelial and endothelial cells (28). The FNXs we observed are definitely not basement membranes for the following reasons: (a) basement membranes form a thin continuous meshwork of randomly arranged fibrils at the basal surfaces of epithelial, endothelial, and various glandular cells, but not fibroblasts (28, 36, 50); (b) the lamina densa of the basement membrane is separated from the basal cell membrane by an electron-lucent lamina lucida of uniform thickness, whereas: (i) the fibronectin component of the FNXs does not continuously coat the cell surface (Fig. 7), (ii) the bundles of fibronectin fibrils that are involved in track-FNXs approach the cell membrane at a small acute angle and are only engaged in a transmembrane association near their termini (Fig. 5), (iii) the transmembrane linkage fibers of the FNX are more numerous and more densely stained that the fibers of the lamina lucida, and (iv) tandem FNXs are obviously not basement membranes.

The conspicuous presence of acto-fibronectin fibers in our
immunofluorescent micrographs of guinea pig granulation tissue strongly suggests that the fibronexus is a dominant adhesive complex at the myofibroblast surface, and our ultrastructural studies of this tissue support this conclusion. Therefore, the fibronexus is not only an important cell surface structure utilized by fibroblasts for substrate adhesion in vitro, but also apparently plays a functionally important role in the formation and cohesion of granulation tissue in vivo. This notion is supported by several time-course studies of experimental granulation tissue in which the appearance of fibronexus matrix occurs early, concurrent with fibrin clot formation, and again a few days later at the time of fibroblast invasion, before the synthesis of interstitial collagens (19, 25, 30). Fibronectin fragments have been shown to be chemotactic for fibroblasts in vitro (37), and thus the fibronexus-rich clot probably induces early fibroblast migration into the wound area. As the dermal fibroblasts grow into the wound on this early extracellular scaffold, they evidently elaborate more conspicuous actin-microfilament bundles than those observed in ordinary fibroblasts (14). Fibronectin undoubtedly is a primary agent in this process since it has been found to increase cellular alignment (56), stimulate actin-microfilament bundle formation (2, 53), and to induce early fibronexus morphogenesis in transformed fibroblasts (44). These experiments suggest that the binding of fibronectin to the plasma membranes of fibroblasts that enter the wound causes fibronexus formation and the subsequent generation of prominent actin microfilament bundles. During the later stages of the healing process, collagenous proteins are also deposited onto the fibronectin-containing scaffold and gradually become the dominant extracellular matrix protein of the granulation tissue (30). Since we observed that FNxs are closely associated with collagen fibers situated along the myofibroblast processes (Fig. 5E and 10, B and D), it is very probable that at this stage, fibronectin and the fibronexus function to tether the myofibroblasts to each other and to the extracellular collagen. Fibronectin is ideally suited to perform this function because the fibronectin molecule is composed of several domains, which are regionally specific receptors for collagen, gelatin, and the cell surface, among other substances (21, 40, 41, 52). Our in vivo results agree with the in vitro observations from several laboratories that have reported an extensive co-distribution of collagen and fibronectin (4, 10, 31, 51). In addition, our direct in vivo visualization of fibronectin-mediated connections between collagen, the plasma membrane, and the actin cytoskeleton strongly suggests that fibronectin is a dominant ligand molecule of connective tissue. Thus, fibronectin and the fibronexus might not only govern fibroblast adhesion and metabolism in early granulation tissue, but probably also serve as important mediators of cohesion in more mature granulation tissue which is synthesizing collagen (25, 30). The fibronexus may also serve to transmit the collective forces generated by the contraction of actin microfilaments within myofibroblasts throughout the granulation tissue, and thereby affect wound constriction. In fact, these forces may have contributed to the extensive co-alignment of actin and fibronectin fibers that we observed in granulation tissue.
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FIGURE 10 Antifibronectin immunoaferritin labeling on ultrathin cryosections of the myofibroblast surface, stained with the biotin/avidin method and biotinylated ferritin as described in Materials and Methods. (A) Darkly stained masses of extracellular matrix (F) contain abundant fibronectin antigens and are closely associated with the crosscut cell membrane and underlying 5-nm actin microfilaments (arrowheads). × 114,000. (B) Example of a track-like fibronexus closely apposed to a collagen fiber (C); compare with Fig. 5E. The longitudinal immunolabeled fibronexus fiber (F) interacts with ~1 μm of obliquely sectioned cell membrane (between arrows). × 114,000. (C) A tandem fibronexus (arrow) located near the terminus of an attenuated myofibroblast process containing actin microfilaments (arrowheads); compare with Fig. 8A which depicts a plastic section of a similar FNx. Fibronectin antigens are concentrated in the outer FNx components (above arrow), and along the obliquely cut plasmalemma (F). × 84,000. (D) This cryosection exhibits another fibronexus-rich (P) tandem fibronexus that interacts with a collagen fiber (C) at the tip of a myofibroblast cell process containing microfilaments (arrowheads); compare with micrograph of a corresponding plastic section in Fig. 9A. A plaque-like fibronexus (F), similar to those in Fig. 7A, is also visible at the lower cell surface × 84,000. (E) Control ultrathin cryosection stained as above with fibronectin antibodies that were pretreated with excess purified chick embryo fibroblast fibronectin. Only a very sparse ferritin background is present on the extracellular fibers (F) located at the myofibroblast surface (arrowhead). × 84,000.
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